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In this position, blood and lymph drip all over his body
continuously, and it looks like a monkey sitting dejectedly in
the hollow of a tree with clenched fists during the rain. A
couple of banks have also instituted their own tax-deductible
literary dos that betray good intentions and accountants
tastes.
Shewasdevastatinglybeautiful,withathoroughlyfairandglowingcomplex
In telling a story, the pace, whether slow or fast, must be
sustained although the slower the pace, the more likely the
reader will be bored, which definitely happens every time a
plot gets sluggish or stalls. The only strange, indeed
unnatural, thing is a colour that would blend with every other
colour in the universe. Less than seven days went by before
the second wonderful occasion came to be.
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reasons, I believe, had less to do with personal talent than
with the lack of a proper literary environment.
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